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Dear Friends of the Reinhardt Abraham memorial Foundation,
Another year has nearly passed by. Most of us are in preparation for
the upcoming Christmas days. This time of the year is always a good
moment to look back and reflect about what has been in the past and
what is about to come in the future.
2016 was again a demanding year for the airline industry. Not only the
competition in our industry became stronger in a more and more
demanding worldwide market with again raising fuel prices, but global events like the
Turkish revolution, the ongoing war in Syria, nuclear weapon tests in North Korea and
other human catastrophes like the earthquake in Italy were part of the environment, we all
are working in.
To face all the challenges of the future it is more and more important to get the best
educated people for our industry. And this is exactly the goal of our Reinhardt Abraham
Memorial Foundation (RASf). We are very proud that we could celebrate this year the 20th
anniversary of the foundation and we are grateful that it took place in Berlin in a great
location, which was the aviation department of Berlin`s “Deutsches Technikmuseum”. And
it was a special honor, that Mrs. Erika Abraham, Reinhardt Abraham`s widow, has
attended that evening.
I would like to thank all our partners of Boeing, Lufthansa Technique, the Universities of
Washington and Berlin for their long term engagement in the RASf. In the meantime 74
students went to Boeing to get hands-on experience in the aircraft manufacturing process
and 50 students could be given the opportunity to study and exchange experiences at the
University of Washington over the past 20 years. Many of our students are by now
working in our industry, as we could learn during that beautiful evening in Berlin.
We are willing to continue our common work with all partners in the future. For the benefit
of the future and in the sense of Reinhardt Abraham.
I wish you all a merry Christmas and a happy new year.

Werner Knorr
Chairman of the Board
Deutsche Lufthansa Berlin-Foundation
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Lisa Meißner
Boeing Trainee Program
March 2016 to Sep 2017

“All my bags are packed and I am ready
to go […] cause I’m leaving on a jet plane
[…] dream about the days to come…”.
After making it through the mountains of
paperwork and managing to pack my
“life” in a suitcase, I was finally leaving on
a jet plane to actually work on jet planes.
Seattle, surprisingly, extended a warm
and sunny welcome to me.

different airplane programs. I started in
my home team, 777, afterwards I moved
to the 767/47 – Liaison Engineers and
then to the 787- team which offered me a
widespread overview, from aluminum to
carbon fiber aircraft and all their
particular dos and don’ts. Last but not
least, I got some exposure to the 737
MAX Flight Test program at Boeing Field
in Seattle.

But the famous Seattle Drizzle didn’t take
long and it was pretty clear why Seattle is
called The Rainy City. Luckily, during my
first week in Seattle, I could still enjoy the
city from a sunny-side perspective, and
was able to finish my paperwork so I was
no longer an unknown (US) identity.
Sailing around Elliot Bay

Flying over Puget Sound

I was really excited for my first day at
Boeing since I was supposed to work at
the Delivery Center in Everett which
offers a first class view of Paine Field,
the airport from which all the newly built
wide-body airplanes take off one at a
time. My job position was called Liaison
Engineer, but we were often referred to
as “doctors” since the Liaison Engineers
at the Delivery Center took care of
anything - regarding the airplane and its
systems - that wasn’t working properly
once the airplane had been built and left
the factory. Within my six months at
Boeing, I rotated through several

This past year represented not only for
me but also for Boeing a very special one
– Boeing’s 100th birthday and I am
honored to say we were a part of it. I
enjoyed the work environment, being
confronted with different issues and
interacting with other teams and
customers every day. Also, I had great
colleagues who kept me involved from
day one, assisted on getting along in that
jungle of acronyms, and organized
various tours throughout the factory as
well as the simulators. Unforgettably, I
was given the opportunity to join a
Customer Flight on a 777, which was an
amazing experience and was definitely a
dream come true.
However, the Evergreen State has far
more to offer than the world’s largest
building by volume: thousands of hikes
with breath-taking views, home of the
Mariner’s and the Seahawks, sailing
around Elliot Bay, flying on a Cessna
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around Puget Sound and soaking in
magnificent scenery. Enjoying the beauty
of nature, I made also use of the rental
car and went on a road trip to explore
various national parks in the US and
Canada.

Lake Louise - Banff National park

Nevertheless, all good things must come
to an end and so did my internship. I
spent an amazing half a year across the
ocean, met fascinating people and
crawled into areas of an airplane I didn’t
think people could fit into. This internship
was definitely a once in a lifetime
opportunity and I want to thank everyone
from the Reinhardt Abraham Memorial
Foundation, the Boeing Company, the
TU Berlin, the international office, and
everyone else who supported me and
made this adventure as spectacular as it
was. “I hate to go […] don’t know when
I’ll be back again.”
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Caroline Schlemmer
University of Washington
April 2016 to Oct 2016

Fountain at UW in front of Mount Rainier

It seems best to begin this account, as
with any writing, with a hearty thank you
to all involved who made this highly
unique and rewarding experience
possible - I am very grateful that I had
the opportunity to spend a very special
time in this beautiful city and to meet so
many great people!
I don’t know where to start telling about
my US experience - but it might be
easiest to start at the beginning. My half
a year there began with an interest in
Seattle and an ill-fated application for the
Boeing Trainee Internship. I prepared a
lot, was pretty nervous but in the end: I
wasn’t successful. After a couple days of
considering,
planning,
thinking,
discussing and talking I decided to apply
for the University of Washington (UW)
exchange program. A second round of
worrying and waiting, this time with better
news: Seattle and my exchange were a
go!
But I didn’t choose the ‘normal’ way - I
planned on something special: Instead of
spending my time taking classes in the
dreary rain I wanted to go to Seattle in
the spring, ready to write my master’s
thesis. Almost one year ago to date I
sent a few emails to a couple professors

at the “Department of Aeronautics and
Astronautics” (AA) in the hope that one
would respond, even if it took multiple
tries. The first email I sent was to Mehran
Mesbahi – and about 1,5 hours later I
already had an answer of “I will be happy
to explore this further” and the real
planning began. Numerous emails,
questions, discussions and hours spent
for the visa application later the
realization hit: It’s going to happen. I will
go to the US for half a year! I got very
excited, even if I couldn’t believe that it
was working that easy. Time went by
pretty fast and then, there it was - April
the first and my flight to Seattle. My travel
to Seattle was less than smooth and I
learned that alarm clocks can be tricky but I made it and Seattle welcomed me
with sunshine and the promise of an
exciting time ahead.

University District

After sleeping a lot the first days, having
coffee with Anna at the weekend (not for
the last time), going to Discovery Park
with some people of my house and
exploring the University (thank you André
for giving me an introduction), I was
supposed to meet my supervisor Mehran
at UW: I got a little nervous again when I
arrived too early at his office and waited
to knock on his door. But my tension was
not necessary and I found out that he is a
wonderful person who contributed a lot to
my stay in Seattle and my work at UW.
He introduced me to the project, to UW
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and to the group I came to work with in
the following months.
Besides getting into the project during
the first days, I also checked out the
courses which were offered during the
spring quarter - even if I wasn’t precisely
allowed to take classes (or sit the ending
exams) it was recommended to me to
ask the professors if they would be okay
with me sitting in their classes and
listening to the lectures. That is where I
met Bob - Robert Breidenthal - who is a
professor at the AA Department as well.
He really is a nice guy and I am pretty
glad that I met him. I started going to his
classes just in time to be introduced to
the „SETP (Society of Experimental Test
Pilots) Symposium“ and taking part in it,
a pretty interesting experience! Through
the Symposium I also made contacts to
people working at Boeing. Even without
the internship I still managed to meet
some interesting individuals and learn
about their work, aircraft accident
investigations in particular.

arrived at the „Evergreen Aviation &
Space Museum“.

Cockpit of the “Spruce Goose”

The prize holding of the Museum is the
“Spruce Goose” (Hughes H-4 Hercules),
a flying boat with the largest wingspan of
an aircraft which was ever built. Honestly
we didn’t see a lot of Portland as we
went straight to the coast after the
museum. In case anyone is planning on
going to Oregon (do!) I highly
recommend Agate and Cannon Beach:
achingly beautiful landscapes and nice
coast, even if it’s a bit too cold to swim. It
was a nice trip and the impetus for
further travels.

“Pets” at UW

The first weeks went by very fast and
suddenly the first month was over and I
went on my first trip: Portland,
McMinnville and Oregon Coast, together
with Anna (not for the last time either),
Jens and Robert. After a couple hours of
driving (accompanied by a bad taste of
music) and quite a lot of photo breaks (I
do not want to blame anybody) we

Oregon coast
swimming

–

honestly

too

cold

for

Concerning my work at UW: After
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reading a lot of different papers the first
weeks, I finally settled upon an idea for
my contributing work to the UW project
and that of my thesis. In short, my thesis
was motivated by the UW Flight Controls
Project. As a first part of the project, the
development of a simulation tool was
required. One of my colleagues did a lot
of work on it before I came to Seattle. He
created a Flexible Aircraft Control
Evaluation Tool - which will be used for
the research tasks within the project. All
of this sounds pretty complex so I will try
to give a more detailed explanation of
what I did. In the beginning I spent a lot
of time on understanding how he created
the tool. I really was impressed by his
work - and got excited to work on the
simulation as well. It took a couple
weeks, but my task emerged within this
time and I started to work on ‘modeling
and simulation of longitudinal control
surfaces’. Besides traditional control
surfaces, the application of enhanced
control surfaces is of interested for future
work. Subsequently a major part of my
thesis
concerned
providing
those
surfaces for further research by
implementing them into the simulation
environment.

to find an opportunity for rowing in
Seattle - and again a big thank you to
Bob who recommended the Union Bay
Rowing Club to me. I sent an email, got
instructions, went to a ‚float test‘
(swimming for eight minutes while
wearing row clothes and putting a life
vest on while swimming) and finally went
to my first practice.

Sunrise on the water

I regretted a little that I didn’t try it earlier
- I spent so many beautiful hours rowing
in the early morning: Practice started at
6am and we often caught the sunrise out
on the water. Anyways, I really miss it
since I’m back in Berlin and I wish it
would still be that easy: Going to
practice, using the towel service for
taking a shower and walking to the office
for working afterwards. A pretty good
way to start the day.

On campus in April
Practice at 6 am in the morning

Besides working and listening to lectures,
Mehran reminded me frequently to enjoy
myself. Subsequently I planned a couple
trips and activities. As I am a member of
a rowing club in Germany already, I tried

I also met many nice people, especially
Willa: I got a little confused when she
showed up to practice in a ‘Humboldt
Universität’ sweater and asking her I
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found out: right before I came to Seattle
she spent half a year in Berlin. Now it is
confusing every time we talk to each
other, as the one who starts talking
choses the language. And sometimes
when we don’t know the word in one
language, we switch to the other one.
Willa, I look forward to meet you in
Berlin!
More time passed and after our Oregon
trip Anna and I decided to go further to
the south. We chose Los Angeles as well
as Las Vegas and Jens accompanied us
at the end of May. Flying to LA and
driving to Vegas for a ‘long weekend’
was a lot of fun and afterwards we
couldn’t stop planning more.
At the beginning of June I went to
Vancouver Island in Canada together
with my aunt and her family and I was
impressed by the beauty of the
landscape. Victoria really is a nice city
and whale watching was a lot of fun.
Thanks to you again for taking me with
you and inviting me to this nice trip.

Landing strip on Blakely Island

Mid of June, Bob (again) offered me a
great opportunity: He invited some
students of his research group to his
cabin on Blakely Island. Even if I was not
a part of this group, I was lucky and got
invited as well. It was short-term notice
but I am so happy that I made it!

Bob’s “737” on Blakely

We went flying on his Cessna to Blakely
(a tiny and very nice island north of
Seattle) and spent the whole weekend
there cooking self-made dinners, rowing
and paddling and swimming on the cold
Horseshoe Lake, eating delicious donuts,
relaxing, looking the planes taking off
and landing, exploring the island, having
great discussions with great people,
watching the sunset at the beach,
walking through foggy and drizzling rainy
weather conditions and having a good
time. I will never forget this weekend, and
a massive thank you to Bob that I was
allowed to take part in it!
At the end of June another trip with Anna
was planned and we boarded the plane
from so Seattle so early in the morning
that we had breakfast in San Francisco
when we landed! We decided that we
planned it pretty well, as we picked the
weekend of ‘Pride Parade’ without
knowing about it. Well, maybe getting a
hotel for such a weekend would have
been easier if we had done it earlier. And
maybe we wouldn’t have spent that much
time (and money) on sightseeing busses
if we had looked for Alcatraz tickets
earlier as well. We made the most of our
tickets and explored the Golden Gate
Bridge twice and went every bus tour
they offered and went to Alcatraz.
Besides riding the bus, we tried to watch
the German soccer game, took part in
the Pride Parade (we really took part in
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it!), spent the night in the Haight-Ashbury
district, had ice cream at Ben & Jerry’s,
met weird people at the garlic restaurant
and – again – had a pretty good time
together.

shining and the park rangers were
making sure that no tourist died of
dehydration on their watch. Accompanied
by squirrels we made it half the way
down (it is not recommended to go down
and up on one day) and after a break we
went up again. The last day we went on
a mule ride along the rim in the morning
and afterwards we had to say goodbye
and drive back to Phoenix airport. What a
wonderful weekend!

Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco

Life is not always easy but even if I was
at the other end of the world, people
were watching out for me in difficult
times. Sometimes it also helps to go on a
trip for a couple days with a friend and
think about something else. Going to the
Grand Canyon with Anna was this kind of
trip and I would always do it again! We
got on the plane and flew to Phoenix
where we rented a car and drove to the
Canyon. It was a lot of traveling but it
was definitely worth it.

Sitting at the South Rim of the Grand Canyon

Mule ride at the Canyon

Obviously I can’t stop talking about this
time. Seattle really felt like ‘home’ to me
and besides working on my thesis I also
spent a lot of time exploring the area.
My work at the simulation finally showed
results – that felt very good after
spending a lot of time on reading and
understanding. Figuring out some issues
on the simulation work was interesting
and at times trying, but thanks to my
colleague Jake no issue stayed a
problem for long. I also started to prepare
for a meeting where I had to present a
part of my thesis. That also helped to
think about writing my thesis for the first
time.

After a long night we started our stay with
a panorama breakfast at the south rim.
The landscape is impressive – I was not
able to stop watching at it. After driving
along the rim for the first day, we went
hiking the second day. The sun was
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last days and bringing my thesis to an
end. Especially thank you, Mehran and
Jake, for your fast corrections during the
last days and your support throughout
my whole time.

Feeling like a super hero

In the remaining free time Anna and I
took our first Helicopter lesson, explored
the Seattle Downtown, hiked Mount
Rainier, went to the Boeing centennial
celebration party, took the Ferry to
Whidbey Island, did some whale
watching on Orcas Island, went to the
Boeing Family Day, watched Baseball
and
Football
games
(like
real
Americans!), went to Olympic Peninsula
and enjoyed ourselves in Mukilteo. There
are a lot of spots which are worth it to
visit. Also going to New York and
Chicago was nice, especially to get an
impression of the variety of the country.

There are so many more pictures I took
and so many more memories to share,
but for now it might be enough. Again:
Thank you to everybody who contributed
to this experience and a very special
word of thanks goes to the Reinhardt
Abraham Memorial Foundation – without
your support I would never have been
able to spend such a great time.
Thanks for the memories.

Space Needle at night

“Rust in peace” at Olympic Peninsula

My master’s thesis dominated the last
few weeks of my stay. And with a lot of
support of my colleagues and friends I
was able to finish it in time (albeit with
limited sleep and copious coffee): People
read my thesis, cooked dinner for me,
spent time with me during lunch breaks
and cheered me up. Thanks again to
everybody who supported me within the
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Jens Großhans
Boeing Trainee Program
April 2016 – Dec 2016

Preface
Before I go into any details of this
outstanding program I would like to say
thank you to each and every one who
made this unique lifetime opportunity
possible. I will always remember the
great time I had in the US, Washington
and foremost at the Boeing Company
and within the Cargo Systems Team.
The past 9 months will always have a
special place in my heart, as well as all
the new friends I got to know.
Arriving in Seattle
The first thing I noticed, while the LH
747-400 was approaching Seattle, has
been the Cascades, the impressive
mountain chain east of Seattle. As I
found out later they provide lots of great
hiking opportunities during the summer
and skiing in the winter. As soon as I left
the luggage claim a Boeing employee
picked me up and drove me to my hotel, I
greatly appreciated this remarkable
service!

number, bank account and a rental car. I
found the current handbook and meeting
pervious stipendiaries at Lufthansa very
helpful.
Working at Boeing
The first thing I remember is that my
manager, Tim Ungren, picked me up at
the factory gate and walked with me to
my future workplace. On our way he
gave me a complete tour through the
production line. I was drawn away by the
impressive size of the huge factory
building. It is the biggest building in the
world by volume and contains not only
the production of hundreds of airplanes
for nearly all models but also includes
several office buildings and gigantic
rotisseries for the fuselages and tools to
join body sections and the wings. On the
way we discussed the tasks ahead for
me in his team: The Cargo Systems DE
team.

The main deck and cargo systems in a 747-8F

Space Needle and view from the Columbia
Tower

The first weeks have been overly exiting,
but also very hectic. Even if I arrived prior
to my start date I had to arrange a lot of
things, i.e. getting a social security

I had never worked in the Cargo
commodity before. As I figured out
quickly, cargo systems are all systems
associated with transporting or moving
cargo onto and inside the aircraft and the
‘DE’ stands for Design Engineering. It is
probably one of the nicest engineering
tasks you can get. Here comes
everything
together,
the
design,
certification, built, operation and even
maintenance. Thus you get a lot of
exposure to other engineering groups
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throughout the whole company, such as
materials research, stress analysis,
electrical systems groups and many
others. On top of that the Cargo systems
team works on the designs for all 777(X),
767 and 747 models, either on the lower
cargo lobes or the main decks
(Freighter).
The group I worked in was the 767F
Enabler team. We analyzed and
optimized the design of Cargo Systems
in order to improve the quality of our final
product and ease the built process to
enable the production rate.

of attention throughout our organization
and as the Prime Design Engineer I had
the great opportunity to guide the project
through the design change process,
coordinate and work with a variety of
different groups throughout the entire
company. It was an outstanding
experience to be able to present my
project in front of several experts,
managers, chief engineers and even high
executives, such as the program chief for
the 747/767 airplane programs. The trust
and support of my co-workers enabled
me to develop this great redesign project
and experience multiple commodities in
and outside Cargo and get a broader
understanding of the whole Boeing
Company, while reducing factory flow
time and improving the built quality of the
767F.
Mentorship and work culture

Selfie with Mike Vander Wel

I first worked on a smaller project to
optimize a pallet lock, which provided me
with an opportunity to familiarize with the
complexity of design engineering. In the
course of this project I reviewed
drawings, took measurements in several
airplanes, performed trade studies and
developed an improved design. After
several weeks my coworkers and I
identified a bigger project, which I got
assigned to as the primary Design
Engineer.
I
generated
different
proposals, discussed them with all
stakeholders and several company
experts and developed a solution to
improve the current design. The project
improved significantly the design of the
airplane and ended up being the second
biggest Cargo enabler project. It got a lot

Especially at the Beginning at the
company you will have a lot of questions,
so it is helpful to ask and get advice from
experienced engineers. You should
make sure to get a mentor assigned. You
can have multiple mentors and they don’t
need to be from your team.

Dreamlifter tour with other Interns and Mentor

Additionally, Boeing provides a variety of
further education opportunities, for
instance Ed Wells’ courses. I took a
course in accent reduction, which was
very helpful. There are also plenty of
chances to meet new coworkers in
groups like REACH or ONE, which offer
a variety of socializing events or projects.
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I participated in the ONE Boeing Mars
Rover project and was able to lead a
team of more than 25 experienced
engineers from all around the company.
The project connected employees from
different business units of the Company.
My team designed, built and tested a 3D
scanning unit for the Mars rover
prototype. This was a unique chance for
my career and leadership development! I
am very glad that Boeing offers these
projects and that I got the chance to lead
this
great
interdisciplinary
and
intercultural team. I can only encourage
all future interns to participate in similar
projects outside the regular work group.
This will help to understand and
experience the Boeing Company more
and add valuable additional perspectives
on the work culture and environment. It is
also an excellent chance to meet
awesome people!
What impressed me most was the
constant drive for innovation throughout
all teams. All groups had open
discussions and projects to improve
quality and safety in the company and
support local communities.

also fortunate to receive the engineering
excellence award of the Cargo team for 3
times during my internship. The award is
meant to recognize outstanding and high
quality engineering work. These are just
a few examples and are strengthening
the team culture tremendously.
Intern Tours

Delivery of a new 787 wing on a LCF Cargo
Loader

Great opportunities, especially for the
summer interns, are guided tours. I was
able to experience several other Boeing
facilities, such as the Dream Liner
Gallery, Customer Experience Center
and Delivery Center. I can highly
encourage future interns to attend tours
(online registration) or ask coworkers for
tours. The cargo team also hosts the
LCF
(Large
Cargo
Freighter,
‘Dreamlifter’) tour.
Outside of Boeing

Coworkers and friends arranged a Farewell
party

I would also like to highlight, that one of
the best things I experienced was the
recognition throughout the teams. If you
do good work it will not remain unnoticed.
Boeing has a system of several
recognition awards and vouchers (i.e.
movie tickets or coffee vouchers), I was

Before I arrived in Seattle many people
warned me about the rainy weather.
Fortunately, I can state that the bad
weather must, at least for the summer
time, be a myth to keep tourists away.
Since I arrived in April we had plenty of
sunny and beautiful days until the end of
October. I was able to use the time to
explore the Pacific Northwest and
incredible landscape the region has to
offer. One thing every resident in
Washington has to do during the summer
is to go hiking. Especially the lakes in the
mountains are extraordinary beautiful. It
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is always a good idea to ask some
coworkers
or
friends
for
recommendations. Some of the nicest
hikes I did have been ‘Lake Annette’,
‘Deception Pass’ and the ‘Snow Lake’
trail. I would also like to recommend
climbing the fire outlook on top of mount
Pilchuck, the view on the Puget Sound
during clear days is amazing.

The Pacific coast and Lake Wenatchee

East of the Cascades are plenty of apple
farms, which Washington is famous for.
Eastern Washington looks like a desert.
The area around the Grand Colie Dam
with its big Canyons surrounding the
Colorado River surprised and impressed
me at the same time. The Dam itself is a
remarkable piece of engineering. It was
built during the war and even extended
with a 3rd power plant afterwards. It
generates over 20 terawatt hours per
year, the amount of concrete used to
build the dam in this remote area is
astonishing.

Lake Annette south east of Seattle (I-90)

Another great thing to do, especially over
the holiday weekends during veteransand Independence Day are road trips.
Highway 20 and 2 are famous for
incredible views and connect western
with eastern Washington through the
Cascade Range. One of my favorite trips
was from Seattle over Highway 2 to the
Grand Coolie Dam. This trip reflects
perfectly the diverse landscape of the
state of Washington. After I passed the
snowy mountains and ski resorts (in
May) I visited the Lake Wenatchee State
Park. The lake surrounded by impressive
mountains is, in my opinion, the most
beautiful lake in the region. Further south
is Leavenworth a small Bavarian-like
town with German restaurants.

A bridge on the Highway 101 at the Pacific
coast

The state of Washington has many more
highlights to offer, but other places at the
West Coast are also beautiful. I drove to
Portland, a lovely city with a nice historic
center, in Oregon. Especially the old
Columbian river highway is worth a visit.
The Multnomah Falls are the nicest
waterfalls I have ever seen and provide a
great
hiking
opportunity.
At
Independence Day evening I witnessed
campfires at Canon Beach and the
nightly fireworks at the pacific coast.
Other great experiences have been the
trips I did with fellow interns. I drove with
Robert from Seattle to San Francisco,
through the redwood trees in north
13

California and along the beautiful pacific
coast on Highway 1 and 101.
Furthermore, I had the chance to fly with
Anna and Caroline to Los Angeles. We
experienced this great city and drove
together through the Mojave Desert to
Las Vegas.
My first car, a 2012 Mustang

Thanks to my manager and friends, I was
able to discover a new hobby: Off-road
RC car racing. During my first season I
finished the North-West-Championship
Tour (NCT) in Burlington on the 16th
place in the 8th scale E-buggy’s
competition.

Aviation Landmarks
Since we are all passionate about
aviation, I would like to add this small
chapter. The Pacific Northwest offers
some of the very best aviation collections
and events. Seattle alone has multiple
highlights, such as the Museum of Flight
with the original Boeing Barn, where the
Company was founded 100 years ago.
The museum also hosts a Dreamliner
and a Concorde. I had the privilege to
witness
the
Boeing
centennial
celebrations at the Museum of Flight
during the summer, an outstanding event
with an impressive and complex laser
animation show on a 747-8I white tail
aircraft.

Multnomah Falls and Canon Beach

Despite the numerous road trips and
events, I was able to save some money
and bought my first car. I never owned a
car before and I am grateful that I now
own a real American sports car, a 2012
Mustang. While you are reading this
newsletter I am probably on my way from
Seattle to Los Angeles, through the
pacific coast and Grand Canyon to ship
my very own, personal Christmas gift to
Germany. The picture was taken at the
Dry Falls in eastern Washington.

Centennial laser projection on the 747-8I

Another fun activity is the Sea Fair. The
blue angles and Paul Allen’s flying
heritage collection perform numerous
shows at the fair. This year Amazon
introduced its new Boeing 767F freighter
with a flyover, which was a special event
since I worked on this type of aircraft.
I always wanted to see the Hughes H-4
Hercules ‘Spruce Goose’. It is the biggest
flying boat and aircraft with the largest
wingspan in the world. Together with
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Caroline, Anna and Robert we did a road
trip and visited the Evergreen Aviation &
Space Museum in McMinnville, Oregon.

Spruce Goose outside and Cockpit view

It is an overwhelming moment to see this
hug(h)e aircraft in the comparatively
small hangar. For some dollars extra you
can also sit on the pilot’s seat, where
Howard Hughes once steered the plane.
It is interesting to see how similar the
wooden
fuselage
was
designed
compared to modern aircrafts. The
museum also features a SR-71 blackbird
and an original section of the Berlin Wall.
Another interesting place to visit is the
Tillamook Air Museum, an old US Navy
blimp hangar with a Boeing Mini Guppy
Cargo aircraft and the Rutan Quickie.

the world’s largest and most successful
manufacturer of airplanes. I am very
fortunate that I learned how to apply the
theory from the courses at the university
with a hand-on approach in the industry.
I also got an exclusive insight view of the
American culture and way of living and I
am thankful that I made many new
friends. I also experienced several
cultural highlights, especially my first
Thanks-Giving in the US.
This cooperation program of the
Reinhardt Abraham Memorial Foundation
of Lufthansa, Boeing and the Technical
University of Berlin is a great and
remarkable example for the transatlantic
partnership and cultural exchange
between the United States and Germany.
Thank you all for making this a reality, I
hope many generations of students will
also be able to experience this unique
program in the future. Merry Christmas!

A Juncker’s JU-42 of Lufthansa in McMinnville
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Picture with Hoang, Caroline, David, Felix and
Matt

I would like to thank the Reinhardt
Abraham Memorial Foundation, Boeing
and the Technical University of Berlin for
giving me and all other stipendiaries this
great and once in a lifetime opportunity. It
was, not only for my professional career
but also personal development, an
outstanding experience. I am grateful
that I had the opportunity to work in an
interdisciplinary and international team at
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Minh Hoang Nguyen
University of Washington
Aug 2016 to March 2017

Me at Red Square on campus, with Suzzallo
library behind

It is unbelievable how fast time flies. It
has already been four and a half months
since I arrived in the US for the very first
time in my life. I can still remember when
I went through the application process for
this special student exchange program at
an outstanding university in one of the
greatest cities in America. I was very
happy to hear that I was selected for this
valuable program and I really appreciate
that the TU Berlin, the University of
Washington (UW) and the Reinhardt
Abraham Memorial Foundation gave me
this great opportunity.
My mind was full of expectations and
excitement when the UW and visa
applications were submitted, the housing
was found and a potential flight date
determined. It was time to say good bye
for the next eight months. I arrived earlier
in August, as I was about to take a
preparation course in summer. After a
pleasant flight in a 747 Jumbo Jet, I was
picked up by my host mother, an older
lady who has been hosting international
students from various countries in the
world. In the next weeks I have lived with
her, another friendly student and two
dogs in a nice house in Shoreline. The
strong contrast between downtown and

other districts in the green was
noticeable. My first day on campus made
me speechless though. I was walking
down the stairs on the Red Square and
was impressed by the beauty of that
view: In the center three tall pillars, on
the left side the famous Suzzallo library
and in the distance the great Mt. Rainier;
the view was further decorated with a
fountain in the middle of the campus. On
that day, I also met Caroline and we had
coffee together from Starbucks while
walking around on the campus (Thanks
Caro). Starbucks stores can be found
everywhere in the city and everybody
loves coffee.

View of Seattle from UW tower

Having a few days to adjust to Seattle
time, I got ready to attend my four-weeklong program “Advanced academic
preparation skills” for graduate students.
We had an orientation in the UW tower to
meet our teachers and other class
mates, who came from diverse countries
and disciplines. I made my first valuable
friendships which have lasted by now.
This course was well organized,
professional and authentic. I enjoyed the
class and the summer at the same time.
We did a lot of fun activities, e.g. playing
in the Husky union building, went to a
baseball game (for my first time) and
enjoyed BBQ and sunsets at the beach.
We also participated in the Mt. Rainier
hike organized by the Foundation for
International Understanding through
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Students (FIUTS), which became more
important during the fall orientation.

At Cannon beach, colors are surreal but
portrait my impressions at that moment

With a school bus to Mt Rainier National Park

However, the course became very tough
quickly and we were overloaded with
homework assignments every day. This
program covered academic skills like
writing
of
scientific papers
and
presentation skills, as we had to prepare
short speeches every week. We also had
several guest lectures given by different
professors and subsequent group
discussions. At the end of this course, we
had to submit a final paper and give a
conference as well as a poster
presentation, which were organized by
students. Having a closing ceremony, we
realized we made it.
During the first month, I also realized that
commuting between Shoreline and Udistrict takes far more time than I
expected and limits my flexibility for
participating in events and studying
effectively. Therefore, I decided to move
closer to the campus. My host mother
found another student and we still keep
in touch (Thank you for taking care of
me). While walking around, I found a nice
place to live, which is just a block away
from campus, having my own room,
shared bath and kitchen. In the past
weeks, I did not only learn academic
skills but also gained useful cooking
skills, which save money and provide
healthy and tasty food at the same time.

Now, having everything settled, I went on
travelling with some friends. We rented a
car and drove to Portland, a very nice
city with beautiful landscapes, but without
sales tax. So, after enjoying shopping at
an outlet, we went to Multnomah Falls,
one of many falls in Oregon, and the Mt.
Hood. The wildness provides perfect
conditions for watching the stars and the
breathtaking Milky Way. Visiting the
Cannon beach gave me one of the best
shots.
Since the orientation weeks started in the
middle of September, I still had plenty of
time to travel. Next destination was
California, LA and San Diego in
particular. The first impression was
awesome. When arriving at the airport I
recognized the Theme building where I
flew around in flight simulator when I was
a kid. On my first day in LA, I enjoyed a
long walk through the beautiful Venice
beach until I found a bicycle rental shop.
So, I cruised along the beach, past the
muscle beaches and skate parks,
heading to Santa Monica beach. To
explore this vibrant and modern
metropolis, I took a bus tour with a new
friend I met in the hostel. That is what I
loved about travelling, meeting new
interesting people, for a stronger feeling
to be connected with the world. It was
also fun to find signatures and hand/ foot
prints from famous people on the Walk of
Fame. On the last three days, I met
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friends from AAPS and we travelled to
San Diego to watch Sea World and
more.

hundreds of other students, the popular
Odegaard library is perfect; and if you
need to be really productive, then the
engineering library is the right place to
be.

The “W” is the symbol of the University of
Washington; me in a TU Berlin hoodie
sweatshirt

Suzzallo library at the night before game day

The orientation weeks began on the 13th
of September. This was the real fall
orientation. It was noticeable since there
was so much purple everywhere: purple
t-shirts, sweater, posters, costumes,
virtually
everything;
the
students’
identification with the university is
tremendous. There are even several
university book stores. FIUTS and the
UW had prepared us a comprehensive
program
with
various
welcome
ceremonies, campus tours, BBQ events,
game nights, boot tours, city challenges
and much more, which were all
enjoyable. In addition to that, the
Department
of
Aeronautics
and
Astronautics (A&A) gave an orientation,
too, especially for graduate students. On
that day, I was quite excited to meet
other people in the similar field with
similar interests. I was also looking
forward to learn from them. It turned out
that I was involved in a nice community
of aerospace students. Studying with
class mates in the A&A student computer
lab, which is open 24/7, is always fun
and everybody is in a good mood. And
there are actually so many other places
to study: If you want to read a book, go to
the famous “Harry Potter Room” in
Suzzallo library; if you wish to be with

Often, I had to be very productive. I can
only agree with my predecessors on the
experience that the quarter system is
surprisingly intense. Of course, it
depends on the class selection, but most
of the graduate courses are very hard
and
include
heavy
homework
assignments. I took two graduate
courses
and
one
undergraduate:
Aeroelasticity, Mechanics of Composites
and Systems Engineering. In the last
one, I learned a lot about important and
useful
management
aspects,
as
engineering
products
become
increasingly more complex. We also had
frequent group discussions, in which I
became more and more confident with
the time. It was a surprising method that
in-class participation was also graded.
The two other courses were pure
engineering graduate classes, which
were unexpectedly tough, but have
fostered my skills
and raised my
knowledge
tremendously. The
homework
assignments
required advanced
MATLAB
skills,
which
I
could
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fortunately acquire in my years at the TU.
These classes did not only promote my
academic skills, but also my interest for
this field of study. Since the graduate
courses are usually very small, it is easy
to get in touch with the professors and
other class mates. Therefore, I have
found study partners, with whom I also
enjoyed the time outside school. Some
classes are also recorded and can be
conveniently watched again at any time.
Besides these three classes, I also
wanted to get involved in a university
student team. “Design Build Fly (DBF)” is
a student challenge among international
universities, where students design and
build a RC airplane, which must
accomplish
certain
missions
and
requirements. This decision helped me to
get deeper insights into the labs of the
A&A department and meet different
people.

were merged and
amplified by the
special
architecture of the
Husky
Stadium,
were
an
unforgettable
experience. Since
I lived close to the
campus, I was
"Be Boundless"
also able to watch
the marching band playing around the
streets every night before a football
game. Besides American football and
basketball, the UW offers a lot more
recreational sports activities at the
Intramural Activities Building (IMA): A
multiple floor gym, several tennis,
volleyball, soccer fields, a swimming pool
and sports and dancing classes, which I
really enjoyed. The huskies are very
proud this year, as they won the 2016
Pac-12 Football Championship, the first
conference title since 2000. Now, UW
Huskies are No. 4 in College Football
Playoff ranking.

Opening ceremony for the Huskies football game vs
Stanford university

Of course, there is still one thing, which
must be included in this report: Sports;
Americans love sports, especially
American football.
The UW mascot is the husky. Thus, the
football team is called Washington
Huskies and all UW students are also
called “huskies”. I went to a Huskies
game with some friends and the
atmosphere
was
awesome.
The
enthusiasm of the audience and the
music from the marching band, which

Me on the Space Needle; Downtown and Seattle
Great Wheel behind

This year is surely a special year,
especially for me. I really have enjoyed
my stay here abroad so far, in this
incredible city. Seattle is so beautiful and
offers so much: The Space Needle,
Seattle
Great
Wheel,
Downtown,
Waterfront, harbor, beaches, mountains,
lakes, Pike Place Market, TedX and of
course Starbucks everywhere.
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I can only draw benefits from this
enriching exchange program, as it
promotes my academic career, my
language and cross-cultural skills and my
personality. There are three months
more to enjoy and I am looking forward
to having more adventures. Today it is of
tremendous importance to get together,
have cross-border relations and a global
understanding. Or: “Be boundless”.
I am really happy and appreciative that I
got this great opportunity and feel most
grateful to the Deutsche Lufthansa
Berlin-Stiftung, the Technical University
of Berlin and the University of
Washington. I'd like to express my
sincere gratitude for the support from all
people involved to make this experience
possible. I also want to thank my family
and friends who support and help me
whenever I need it.
I wish everybody a merry Christmas time
and a happy new year.
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David Lorenz
Boeing Trainee Program
Sep 2016 – March 2017

This report is based on the two months
I’ve been living in Seattle since my arrival
to the States in late September. I feel like
I have already experienced so much over
here even though I still have four months
to go, with trips to California, Nevada,
Oregon, Florida and Canada coming up.
These are truly exciting times!

There’s a lot of amazing stuff to explore – start
early, e.g. take your car to the Californian
desert

Arriving in Seattle
Starting life in Seattle is a fairly smooth
process after the last turbulent weeks of
preparation before departure. The VISA
approval usually comes in last minute
and it is essential to stay on top of the
paperwork during the application. After
the Lufthansa flight to Seattle, which
might be delayed due to the Jump Seat
policy, a Boeing driver will pick you up
and drive you to your hotel. My trainee
partner Felix and I got pretty lucky, we
stayed in a nice hotel directly located at
Lake Union.
During the first week before work, the
Boeing shuttle will take you to all
important appointments like PEP and
orientation
day.
Being
close
to
Downtown, it was easy to get all the
administrative steps done like applying
for Social Security, opening a bank

account or getting a cellphone contract.
Especially when knowing that the
apartment at Greenlake is already
waiting and can be used as the
residential address when asked. We
were able to walk to all relevant offices or
take the hotel shuttle.
I also used that time to do some jogging
around the lake since warm and sunny
fall weather welcomed us. About a month
later, the famous Seattle drizzle started
coming in, but temperatures stayed quite
comfortable. Lake Union offers a variety
of outdoor activities - do some sailing on
the lake, if you get the chance. Also,
seaplanes take off and land frequently.
Aviation is omnipresent in the city, not
only at Lake Union or the historical site of
Boeing Field. You’ll meet many people
who know about Boeing.
After about 2 weeks we moved into the
apartment in Greenlake. It is only a 5
minute walk to the lake (more jogging yeah! - even kayaking is available) and
the apartment is located very close to the
I-5, which takes you to Everett, Renton
and Boeing Field. Passing on this
apartment from trainee generation to
generation is a convenient deal as long
as every generation takes good care of it.
Work
A 25 min drive takes you to the large
Boeing plant in Everett. Sharing a car to
get to work is highly recommended since
the rush hour can be very time
consuming and commuting is much
faster via the carpool lane / HOV parking
lot. Plus, you save money on the rental
car, you’ll most likely have.
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‘Former’ and ‘current’ trainees 2016/17 (f.l.t.r.:
Jens, Lisa, Felix, me)

At Boeing, I work in the Cargo Systems
Design Engineering team. Since I’ve
always been interested in the interior
design of an aircraft it’s cool to work on
the systems for safely loading and
unloading cargo and secure it during
flight operation. I have been assigned
manual revision and design change work
on the 747-8F and 767-300F. What
makes this department special is the fact
that here, products are designed and
developed from concept to delivery while
interacting very directly with suppliers
and customers. This requires the
involvement of many design safety
procedures, tools and boards.
What amazes me is the fact that we get
very close to the airplanes all the time.
The giant main building, which holds the
747, 767, 777 and 787 final assembly
lines, is, by itself already, incredible to
walk through every day. But we also get
the chance to inspect the products we
design directly on the aircraft when
assembled, as well as tours on other
aircrafts, e.g. the Large Cargo Freighter
(LCF ‘Dreamlifter’) or the 737, which is
assembled in Renton.

Felix and I inside of the LCF - Unloading of 787
wings (l.), Dreamlifter taxiing (r.)

In addition, there are tons of training
opportunities – some of them being
mandatory. Try to take as much
advantage of this as you can, do a class
on airborne electronics, usage of
composite materials or whatever you are
interested in.
Another interesting thing to see is that
this year the Boeing centennial spirit is all
around. Boeing emphasizes the goal to
keep quality high during the “second
century” of the company’s history.
Outside of Boeing
Pudget Sound offers a large variety of
free time activities. There are hundreds
of hiking trails up in the mountains
surrounding Seattle, including trails to
Mailbox Peak, Deception Pass and Lake
Serene, just to name a few we did.
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View from Mailbox Peak

You can also find good spots for an
extended Ski-Season. I am looking
forward to go skiing at Mount Baker,
Whistler and Steven’s Pass (this one is
even available for after-work skiing
during the week). Weekend trips like
mentioned in the beginning are definitely
worthwhile doing. Vancouver is only a
2.5h drive away and a beautiful city to
visit.

View from
Vancouver

Stanley

Park

to

I would like to thank everybody at the
Reinhardt Abraham Studienförderung
and all representatives from The Boeing
Company, Lufthansa Technik and the TU
Berlin for giving me this opportunity to
come to the U.S. to discover an
extremely exciting part of the world and
work at such a prestigious aerospace
company. I have had a wonderful time so
far and eagerly look forward to the
coming four months.

Downtown

Besides that, there are more than
enough places to go to in the evening to
have dinner, drinks or to party. Especially
Capitol Hill hosts a lot of events and
during this year’s election week many
bars made a big deal out of it. However,
being a student from Berlin, you will have
to get used to the fact that all places in
Washington for going out are shut down
after 2 a.m. ;-)
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Felix Rohlfs
Boeing Trainee Program
Sep 2016 to March 2017

Although it was confirmed in November
of 2015 that I was going to Seattle in a
little less than a year, it wasn’t until two
days before departure that I finally
realized I would go abroad to live in the
US and work for one of the biggest
airplane manufacturers in the world. That
moment when I got my passport with visa
sent to me via mail two days prior to my
scheduled flight, all anxiety fell off of me
and I knew that nothing (except maybe a
fully booked Lufthansa flight) could stop
me from starting the internship on time.
The weeks before were filled with
frustration, waiting for documents and
even driving to Munich to get the visa on
time. But, it was all worth it.

a king size bed, just as wide as it was
long, with enough cushions for four
people. So I fell asleep way too early and
had some struggle overcoming the jetlag
in the following days. But then again, I
did not really need to overcome it since
working at Boeing most of the time
means starting at 6 in the morning
because of limited parking possibilities.

David and I witnessing the Dreamlifter land
and unload 787 wings manufactured in Japan.

The plane that was taking me to Seattle
was, and had to be, an old 747, my first
flight in the so called jumbo jet with its
long history. After consuming everything
the entertainment system could offer, I
peeked through the window and saw
what I thought was the green lake. It was
sunny and warm and all the warnings of
Seattle’s weather, the rain or as the
Boeing driver corrected me, the ‘drizzle’,
were forgotten. The driver brought me to
a hotel near Lake Union, where I fell into

Enjoying the sun on top of the mountain after
hiking mailbox peak trail in 2 hours!

Soon work started, after orientation,
meeting my team and a brief period of
getting to know processes and learning
about the systems I was given tasks and
responsibility. I work at 777 Fuselage
Automated Upright Build, where former
RASF interns had already been working.
The nature of this team and the changing
environment in the department make it
seem chaotic. But it also creates a
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challenging atmosphere for new hires to
pick up tasks, take responsibility and
become important fast. The feeling of
being a valuable team member and on
the same level as my coworkers, rather
than just being ‘the intern’, is a strong
motivation. This I think is one of the
reasons why my manager here speaks
very highly of my predecessors and also
has high expectations in me.
But of course, besides work, Washington
has so much to offer. David and I are
trying to use every weekend to go
explore a bit more of the surrounding
nature. We go hiking, kayaking, snow
season started and we are already all
geared up and ready for a season in the
mountains.

Sockeye and Seattle Cascades. Once
season starts I will definitely go to some
of the games and watch high level
ultimate together with people from the
team that I am playing with here.
Finally, and to end this report, I want to
thank everybody who made this possible,
and to encourage everyone who might
be reading this to fight through the
bureaucracy and live this incredible
experience.

First day of skiing at Stevens Pass. Finest
powder conditions all day!

There are so many great opportunities
that it is almost hard to decide what to do
next. I for myself decided for instance not
to get a piloting license, although that is
what a lot of RASF interns do here and
which also is a great way to spend free
time. Back in Germany I play Ultimate
Frisbee, and since probably none of you
have ever heard of that, let me tell you it
is the greatest sport and Seattle has the
biggest community in the world. This
year’s season in the different American
pro leagues was dominated by teams
from Seattle, famous Seattle Riot, Seattle
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Merry and Christmas
to all of you and
a happy and successful New Year
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